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We investigate the effect of the charge state measurement of the Kondo singlet for a quantum
dot transistor via a capacitively coupled quantum point contact detector. By employing the vari-
ational ansatz for the singlet ground state of the quantum dot combined with the density matrix
formulation for the coupled system, we show that the coherent Kondo singlet is destroyed by the
phase-sensitive as well as the magnitude-sensitive detection in the transmission/reflection coefficients
at the quantum point contact. We argue that the phase-sensitive component of the decoherence
rate may explain the anomalous features observed in a recent experiment by Avinun-Kalish et al.

(Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 156801 (2004)). We also discuss the correlations of the shot noise at the
quantum point contact detector and the decoherence in the quantum dot.
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Decoherence induced by the measurement of charge
in mesoscopic electronic devices provides an ideal play-
ground for studying the wave-particle duality in quan-
tum mechanics. Experiments on the controlled dephas-
ing were performed in mesoscopic structures based on
quantum dots (QD) in the Coulomb blockade limit [1, 2].
While the coherent transmission of electrons through a
QD is monitored by using an Aharonov-Bohm interfer-
ometer [3, 4], a nearby quantum point contact (QPC)
capacitively coupled to the QD (weakly) measures the
charge state of the QD, and suppresses quantum co-
herence. This measurement-induced decoherence is con-
trolled via the applied voltage across the QPC detector.
Various different methods have been used to study this
problem theoretically [5, 6, 7, 8, 9].

Recently, this kind of controlled dephasing experiment
was also performed in the Kondo limit of the QD [10].
Kondo singlet is formed between the localized spin in
a QD and electrons in the leads [11], which gives rise
to enhanced transport through the QD [12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18]. It was shown that a nearby QPC capac-
itively coupled to the QD plays a role of a “potential
detector” and raises significant suppression of the Kondo
resonance [10]. However, characteristics of the measured
suppression were very different from the theoretical pre-
diction of Ref. [19]. The most significant deviation from
the theory is that the measured suppression strength is
much larger (about 30 times) than expected. Depen-
dence on the transmission probability (Td) and on the
bias voltage (Vd) across the QPC were also inconsistent
with the theoretical expectation.

The analysis of the experiment [10] was based on a
theory [19] of suppression of the Kondo resonance due
to the path detection by the QPC via the change of the
transmission probability, ∆Td. We point out that this
treatment is incomplete, because scattering of electrons
at the QPC is a quantum mechanical phenomenon with
complex transmission and reflection amplitudes. There-

fore phase-sensitive detection should also be taken into
account [2, 8, 20], in general.

In this Letter, we present a theory of controlled dephas-
ing for the Kondo singlet via charge detection of a nearby
QPC. First, we show that the change of the transmission
(and reflection) phase as well as its probability change
induces decoherence of the Kondo-correlated state, un-
like in Ref. [10, 19]. Second, by using a simple QPC
model, we argue that the phase-sensitive contribution to
the decoherence may be much larger than the magnitude-
sensitive component (due to ∆Td) in a typical geometry
of the QD-QPC hybrid structure. In addition, we dis-
cuss on the Td-dependence of the decoherence rate which
might be correlated with the characteristics of the shot
noise in the QPC.

To describe the Kondo singlet of the QD, we adopt
the variational ground state for the impurity Anderson
model [11, 21], which is known to describe the essen-
tial Kondo physics in a very simple but effective way.
Further, this approach can be easily combined with the
density matrix formulation in the presence of a detector.
The Hamiltonian is given by

H = HL + HR + HD + HT . (1a)

The left (L) and the right (R) leads are described by the
noninteracting Fermi sea as

Hα =
∑

kσ

εαkc†αkσcαkσ (α = L, R) , (1b)

where cαkσ (c†αkσ) is an annihilation (creation) operator
of an electron with energy εαk, momentum k, and spin σ
on the lead α. The interacting QD is described by

HD =
∑

σ

εdd
†
σdσ + Un↑n↓ , (1c)

where dσ and d†σ are QD electron operators, nσ = d†σdσ,
εd and U stand for the energy of the localized level and
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the on-site Coulomb interaction, respectively. The tun-
neling Hamiltonian HT has the form

HT =
∑

α=L,R

∑

kσ

(

Vαd†σcαkσ + h.c.
)

, (1d)

where Vα is responsible for for the tunneling between the
QD and the lead α.

In the absence of interaction between the QD and the
QPC, the variational ground state for the Hamiltonian
H (U → ∞ limit) is written as [21]

|ΨG〉 = A (|0〉 + |1〉) , (2a)

where |0〉 denotes the Fermi sea for the leads with empty
QD state, and

|1〉 ≡ 1√
2

∑

ασ,k<kF

vαkd†σcαkσ|0〉 . (2b)

Here A =
√

1 − n̄d, with n̄d being the average occupation
number of the QD level, and vαk =

√
2Vα/(EG−εd+εαk)

where EG denotes the ground state energy determined by
the equation

EG = 2
∑

α,k<kF

V 2
α

EG − εd + εαk

. (2c)

The Kondo temperature (TK), characteristic energy scale
of the system, is given as a difference between the QD
level (εd) and the ground state energy (EG): TK = εd −
EG.

In fact the states |0〉 and |1〉 have different occupation
numbers for the QD, nd = 0 and nd = 1, respectively.
A capacitively coupled QPC to the QD is able to detect
the charge state, since the potential of the QPC depends
on the charge state of the QD. So the transmission and
reflection amplitudes through the QPC also depend on
nd. To describe this situation, it is effective to introduce
the density matrix formulation [7, 20, 22]. We assume
that the QPC supports only a single transverse mode so
that the scattering matrix SQPC through the QPC is a
2×2 matrix that depends on the charge state of the QD:

SQPC =

{

S0 for |0〉,
S1 for |1〉, (3a)

where

Sα =

(

rα t′α
tα r′α

)

(α = 0, 1). (3b)

We can describe the coupled system by a two-particle
scattering matrix [20, 22]

Sαα′ = δαα′(δα0S0 + δα1S1) (3c)

where α, α′ ∈ {0, 1}. With ρ0
tot = ρ0 ⊗ ρ0

QPC being the
density matrix of the total system before the passage of

an electron through the QPC, the density matrix after
scattering is given by ρtot = Sρ0

totS
†. The reduced density

matrix of the QD is obtained by tracing out ρtot over the
QPC degree of freedom as

ρ = TrQPCρtot . (4a)

It is found that the diagonal elements of ρ do not change
upon scattering through the QPC, but the off-diagonal
elements are modified by

ρ01 = λρ0
01, (4b)

where

λ = r0r
∗
1 + t0t

∗
1 . (4c)

The QD-charge-dependent transmission/reflection am-
plitudes are complex numbers and can be rewritten as
(α = 0, 1 denoting the charge state of the QD)

tα = |tα| exp (iφtα) , (4d)

rα = |rα| exp (iφrα) , (4e)

satisfying the relation |tα|2 + |rα|2 = 1.
We consider the limit where the scattering through the

QPC takes place on a time scale much shorter than the
relevant time scales in the QD. In our case, ∆t ≪ td,
where ∆t = h/2eVd denotes the average time between
two successive scattering events with Vd being the voltage
across the detector, and td is the decoherence time of the
QD. In this limit one finds that

ρ01(t) = e(i∆ǫ−Γd)tρ01(0) , (5a)

where

∆ǫ =
1

∆t
arg λ , (5b)

Γd =
1

td
= − 1

∆t
log |λ| . (5c)

On the other hand, the diagonal terms are independent
of time, which implies that no relaxation of the charge
state takes place.

In the weak measurement limit (λ ≈ 1), both Γd and
∆ǫ can be obtained in terms of the change in the mag-
nitude and phase of transmission/reflection amplitude of
the QPC:

Γd = ΓT + Γφ (6a)

where

ΓT =
eVd

h

(∆Td)
2

4Td(1 − Td)
, (6b)

Γφ =
eVd

h
Td(1 − Td)(∆φ)2 , (6c)
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and

∆ǫ =
eVd

π
(1 − Td)∆φr +

eVd

π
Td∆φt . (7)

Here ∆Td ≡ |t0|2 − |t1|2 = |r1|2 − |r0|2 represents the
change in the transmission probability, and ∆φ = ∆φt −
∆φr with ∆φt (∆φr) being the change in the transmis-
sion (reflection) amplitude due to different charge states:
∆φt = φt0−φt1, ∆φr = φr0 −φr1. Note that Γφ was not
taken into account in the analysis of the experiment [10].

Given the reduced density matrix, we can evaluate the
retarded Green’s function for the QD by using the for-
mula

Gd(ω) = −i

∫ ∞

0

dt eiωt
Tr

(

ρ(t)[dσ(t), d†σ ]+
)

, (8)

where [· · · , · · · ]+ denotes the anti-commutator. The
Green’s function can be evaluated in a similar way to
the one in Ref.[21]. One has to use equations of motions
for various Green’s functions and truncate higher order
terms of 1/Ns with Ns being the spin degeneracy. Ne-
glecting incoherent background and the energy shift ∆ǫ,
we obtain

Gd(ω) ≃ (1 − n̄d)
2

ω − TK

+
n̄d(1 − n̄d)

ω − TK + iΓd

, (9)

The effect of decoherence can be investigated by the
Vd-dependence of the conductance through the QD,
G(Vd), which is proportional to |Gd(ω = 0)|2 at zero
temperature. We define the renormalized conductance
g(Vd) as

g(Vd) ≡ G(Vd)/G(Vd = 0) . (10)

From Eq.(9) one can find

g(Vd) =
T 2

K + (1 − n̄d)
2Γ2

d

T 2
K + Γ2

d

, (11)

which reduces to

g(Vd) ≃ T 2
K/(T 2

K + Γ2
d) (12)

in the Kondo limit [23]. Note that the Vd-dependence of
g(Vd) comes through the relation (5c).

From our results (Eqs.(4c,5c,6, 12)) it is obvious that
the Kondo resonance is reduced by the measurement via
the coherent scattering at the QPC. This coherent scat-
tering is described by the complex transmission and re-
flection coefficients. In the weak measurement limit, the
decoherence rate is given by the phase-sensitive (∆φ) as
well as the magnitude-sensitive (∆Td) detection. The
analysis of the experiment (10) is based only on the first
term of Eq.(5c). In the following, we argue that the
phase-sensitive term can be dominant in certain situa-
tion, which may explain anomalous features reported in
the experiment.

Much stronger decoherence rate than predicted in the
theory based only on ΓT suggests Γφ ≫ ΓT . Here we
discuss on the condition this relation can be achieved.
First, ∆φ = 0 if the QPC potential and its variation due
to an extra QD electron have mirror symmetries [24, 25],
and thus the phase-sensitive detection does not appear.
However, in reality, there is no reason to believe that the
response of the QPC potential to the QD charge should
be symmetric. In order to consider a generic situation
we introduce asymmetric as well as symmetric variation
of the QPC potential. The model for the QPC potential
is given in the form

V (x) =

{

V0 − 1
2mω2

xx2 for − x0 < x < x0,

Ṽ0 otherwise ,
(13)

where x0 ≡
√

h̄/mωx characterizes the length scale of

the QPC with the constant potential Ṽ0 = V0 − 1
2mω2

xx2
0

outside the QPC region. The potential variation due to
an excess QD charge is introduced in the following form
including asymmetry,

δV (x) =







δVs for − a < x < x0,
δVs + δVa for x0 < x < a,
0 otherwise ,

(14)

where a sets the scale of the range for the potential being
affected by the excess QD charge. δVs and δVa represent
the symmetric and asymmetric components of the poten-
tial variation due to the excess QD charge, respectively.
It should be noted that a ≫ x0 is expected in typical ge-
ometries of controlled dephasing experiments [1, 2, 10],
because the QPC is made very narrow, and the excess
charge of the QD affects the potential in much wider re-
gion.

The transmission probability Td for the potential (13)
is mainly determined by the region of |x| <∼ x0, then Td

can be obtained from the inverse harmonic potential [26]

Td ≃ 1

1 + exp (−πε0)
, (15)

where the dimensionless variable ε0 is defined by

ε0 = 2(E − V0)/h̄ωx . (16)

We can obtain the change of the transmission probability

∆Td ≃ −2πTd(1 − Td)δvs, (17)

where δvs ≡ δVs/h̄ωx. The phase change can be esti-
mated with the help of the WKB approximation as

∆φ ≃
∫ a

x0

δk(x) dx , (18)

where δk(x) ≡
√

2m
h̄

[
√

E − (V (x) + ∆Vs + δVa) −
√

E − (V (x) + ∆Vs)] for x0 < x < a. Note that the
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symmetric part δVs does not contribute to ∆φ because
the phase change for the transmission and the reflection
components are exactly canceled for the symmetric po-
tential variation [24, 25]. Then we find for a ≫ x0,

∆φ ≃ −δva

a

x0
, (19)

where δva ≡ δVa/h̄ωx. With the help of Eqs. (6,17,18)
we obtain

ΓT = π2 eVd

h
Td(1 − Td)(δvs)

2 (20a)

Γφ =
eVd

h
Td(1 − Td)(δva)2(a/x0)

2. (20b)

Because a ≫ x0 for the typical geometry of the QPC
detector, the condition Γφ ≫ ΓT can be achieved if the
asymmetric component of δV (x) is not negligible com-
pared to the symmetric part (That is δva ∼ δvs). The
crucial point is that the transmission probability is af-
fected only by the region |x| <∼ x0, while the phase is
affected through relatively wide region (up to |x| ∼ a),
so that the phase-sensitive detection is much more effec-
tive. This can be a natural explanation for the anoma-
lously large decoherence rate observed in Ref.[10].

Finally, we would like to remark on the Td-dependence
of Γd. According to Eq.(20), both ΓT and Γφ (therefore
Γd) are proportional to the partition noise (∝ Td(1−Td))
of the ideal single-channel QPC. However, the experimen-
tal Γd-Td curve shows a double peak behavior [10] in con-
trast to Eq.(20). This qualitative discrepancy might be
related to the so called “0.7 anomaly” [28] where the shot
noise is also suppressed [29], or to the charge screening ef-
fect [9, 30]. This issue requires more careful experimental
and theoretical analysis on the correlation between the
decoherence at the QD and the shot noise at the QPC.

In conclusion, we have presented a theory of the
controlled dephasing of the Kondo state in a QD via
the charge state measurement in a nearby QPC de-
vice. The Kondo-assisted transport is suppressed by
the magnitude- and the phase-sensitive detection in the
QPC. We have discussed on the condition in which the
phase-sensitive detection can be dominant in generic sit-
uation, which may be the explanation on the unusually
large decoherence observed in a recent experiment [10].
We have also pointed out that it is important to study
the correlation between the shot noise in the detector and
the decoherence in the QD.
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